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Abstract

During the last year it was an essential demand to establish the C-PORCA
code accuracy concerning the newly developed BNFL fuel. As it is well known the
BNFL fuel assembly developed for the NPP Paks contains fuel pins with gadolinium.
These pins are situated near the central tube so their unusual effects needed to be
investigated.

At the present investigation the C-PORCA code and the APA-H Westinghouse
code system results were compared. During this comparison the differences between
node and pinwise power distributions have been calculated as well. The fulfilled test
have reinforced the applicability and capability of the C-PORCA code for WER-440
core analysis.

1. Introduction

To establish and reinforce core design code capability and accuracy is a very
important part of the V&V process. When some kind of significant changes have been
made in the fuel geometry or material the need of extension of the code validation
increases.

In the near future Paks NPP will use a new type of fuel developed at BNFL
over the last several years. This fuel differs from the currently used Russian fuel in its
geometry, enrichment and material composition. Some rods in the BNFL assembly
contain gadolinium as burnable absorber in order to satisfy the storage pool sub-
criticality requirement. The fuel rod pitch, the clad outer diameter and the mass of the
uranium in an assembly has also been changed for the sake of better performance.

At the Paks NPP the HELIOS/C-PORCA code system is used for in-core fuel
management. The validation process of C-PORCA concerning the assembiywise and
nodewise power distribution is mainly based on the in-core measurements collected at
Paks and comparisons against fine mesh calculations. Comparisons to other codes
have been the most reliable in pinwise resolution, because of lack of measurements in
real WER-440 core geometry. In the case of the newly developed BNFL assembly
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we do not have any operational experience excluding the measurements of few
number of lead test assemblies. So the most progressive method to reinforce the
accuracy of our code system is a comparison with other codes with the same or
similar capabilities.

In this report the ALPHA-H/PHOENIX-H/ANC-H (APA-H) code system
developed at the Westinghouse Electric Company has been applied as reference. The
test calculations where C-PORCA results have been compared against the APA-H
system include assembly and pinwise power differences and boron letdown curves.

2. Brief description of APA-H and HELtOS/C-PORCA code systems

2.1 APA-H Codes[l,2]

The purpose of this report is not to describe all features and capabilities of
APA-H code system in detail. We would like only to emphasize some of its
characteristics.

The PHOENIX-H code is a 2D-transport code within the code system. It is
capable of generating two-group cross sections and pinwise flux and power
distributions for the 3D-ANC-H diffusion calculations. All links and data transfers
between these two codes are managed by ALPHA-H code.

In PHOENIX-H model the hexagonal assembly is subdivided into basic
heterogeneous elements and each elements consist of homogenous regions. The
regions are coupled by their external surfaces partitioned into segments. The neutron
transport between two regions having a common surface is calculated by multiple
collision probabilities. The segments in the external surface of a region can be
subdivided into azimuthal sectors. If a segment has sectors then an isotropic flux
approximation is applied within each sector. Elements are coupled through their
interface currents. The version of PHOENIX-H code, which was used in the
comparison, uses a 42-group cross section library generated from ENDFB-V.

The PHOENIX-H code has two important options from a few-group cross
section calculations point of view. One is the fuel temperature calculation and the
other is the boron letdown input during the depletion calculation. Both options are
managed by ALPHA-H code. Employing the boron letdown input and fuel
temperature calculations we are able to take into consideration the most probable
history of a fuel node during its future usage concerning the boron concentration and
fuel temperature.

In the APA-H system the ANC-H code is used for the real 3D-core simulation.
ANC-H is a coarse mesh diffusion code where the nodal expansion method is used to
solve the two-group diffusion equations. The ANC-H code is capable of calculating
nodewise average flux and power distributions as well as pinwise distributions within
every node. There is also possibility to take into account the inhomogeneous internal
history of a fuel node concerning the burn up both in pinwise and nodewise
resolutions.
In our current test calculation the assemblywise power, the maximum pinwise power
and linear power in every assembly were used for comparisons. The boron letdown
curves during the cycles have also been given for comparison.
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2.2 HELIOS/C-PORCA Codes[3,4]

Our objective concerning the description of HELIOS/C-PORCA codes is the
same as it was at the APA-H code system. In this case the HELIOS code was used to
generate two-group cross sections. The HELIOS has a lot of features, which are very
similar to those in PHOENIX-H. In the HELIOS input, one can define any kind of 2D
geometry. The smallest geometry element is a structure. Within a structure, one can
have different 2D shapes with different material compositions. Over a structure the
first flight collision probabilities are calculated and the current coupling method is
used to connect two structures along their common boundary line.
HELIOS is capable of calculating two-group cross sections, which are arranged into a
library. The data in this library depend on the moderator and fuel temperature, the
burn-up and the concentration of the considered isotopes. The C-PORCA code has
both assemblywise and pinwise few-group cross section libraries for cold and hot
reactor states.

At the Paks NPP the C-PORCA program is used as a basic tool for steady state
reactor core analyses. The C-PORCA code has been completely developed by
physicists of the NPP Paks and has gone through several stages during its
development. The current version is version 5.0. This program is based on two-group
neutron diffusion theory in compliance with widely accepted approach of loading
pattern design codes in nuclear reactor practice. The mathematical model of the code
uses a combination of well-known finite difference and finite element methods.
Application of finite element method in radial direction over fuel assemblies allowed
us to extend the spatial resolution easily as far as the fuel pin. In the most detailed
available spatial resolution of the current version of the code is a 12.5-cm long
homogenous hexagon around a fuel pin.

3. Cycle histories and loading patterns used in the study

The basic idea of the present investigation was to fulfill a comparison based on
well-defined equilibrium and transition cycles. These cycles are practically very close
to the real cycles, which have been or will be used in the fuel management practice at
the NPP Paks. That is why we decided to make our comparison using these cycles. On
the other hand we wanted to avoid either to start from the very beginning with fresh
fuel or to make any exchanges of burn up data or isotopic concentrations between the
two codes.
The history and the fuel shuffling of each of these cycles were defined in the Reactor-
physical Department at the NPP Paks. The starting point was an equilibrium cycle
with profiled 3.82% enriched Russian fuel while the final one was an equilibrium
cycle with BNFL fuel. Between these two cycles four transition cycles were proposed
and calculated.

In this report, however, we would like to present results from the final
equilibrium cycle where only BNFL fuel assemblies were used. Of course the original
report contains results for all investigated cycles [5].

The control rod position was always 200 cm excluding a period at the end of
the cycle when all rods were withdrawn. The time of the outage between two cycles
was 30 days and the cycle length was 320 effective full power day for all cycles. In
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the case of ANC-H the cycle length was transformed into Mwd/tU in compliance with
the reactor nominal power and the actual uranium load.

4. Statistical investigation of the comparison

It can be clear from the previous points that the performed investigation
concerning the peaking factors produced a large amount of data for comparisons
between ANC-H and C-PORCA. These data provide a good basis to investigate their
statistical behavior as well. To qualify the calculated differences we determined their
frequencies, standard deviations and average values.

From the results of the investigation, which are shown in the Appendix-1 the
following conclusions can be made:

The standard deviation of assembly power differences is always less than
2.1%. Here the average value is zero, because two normalized distribution have been
compared.

In the case of FdH we got values for the standard deviation less then 2.5%, but
here it seems that C-PORCA has an overestimation in the average value. This
discrepancy is about 2.0%.

As it was expected the biggest differences were found at the FQ, where the
standard deviation was always about 4.0%, and the averages slightly differed from
zero.

The denotations, in this report are as follows:
- Kq: Normalized asiemblywise power distribution,

- - FQ: Normalized linear power distribution (Kv*Kk(z)),
- FdH: Normalized pinwise power distribution (Kq*Kk).

Where Kk means the normalized pinwise power within an assembly and the Kk(z)
means the normalized pinwise power within an assembly at the elevation z, while Kv
gives the normalized nodewise power distribution.

5. Conclusions and the summary of the comparison

The basic idea of the performed investigation was to establish and reinforce
the capability and uncertainty of HELIOS/C-PORCA code system for the recently
developed BNFL WER-440 fuel. The original test contained two equilibrium cycles
and several transition cycles. This paper, however, shows only the results of the
equilibrium cycle with BNFL fuel.

The effect of the different models and methods both in the cross section
calculation and 3D-diffusion program can be seen from the results of the final
equilibrium cycle:

• -The calculated difference in the critical boron concentration is not greater than
0.2 [g/kg]. This value is acceptable as the largest uncertainty of the C-PORCA
code.
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In the case of the assemblywise power both the average and the maximum
differences are within the range of the proposed accuracy of the C-PORCA
program. The same is true concerning the FdH (Kq*Kk), but here a systematic
overestimation of the C-PORCA code has been found. This last phenomenon is
the most sensible beside the inserted control rods, at the assemblies number
2,6,8,15,16,42,48. At the assembly positions 34 and 55 next to the boundary we
also observed bigger differences than the average. These effects can be mainly
blamed on the two-group cross sections applied at the control rods and the radial
reflector area. On the other hand the different pin power recovery models can also
cause this discrepancy.

As it was expected the highest differences between the ANC-H and C-PORCA
were found at the maximum FQ values. It was basically determined by the
differences of the applied cross sections in the absorber rod and follower-absorber
connection part. This means that the biggest discrepancies can be found in the
vicinity of the control assemblies as in the case of FdH quantity. It is also
appeared that the FQ differences always changed at the end of the cycle, when the
control rods were fully withdrawn. The control rods withdrawing meant that fresh
fuel came into fhe bottom of the core as the part of the follower assemblies and the
less depleted upper part of all other assemblies became more effective because of
lack of absorber.

As a final conclusion we can declare that the C-PORCA/HELIOS system
applicability, capability and accuracy have been reinforced by the completed test
calculation for the WER-440 core analysis with BNFL and Russian fuel as well.
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Appendix-1: Results of the statistical investigation
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Figure A-l.l
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Frequency of FQ differences
Eq. Cycle BNFL
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Figure A-1.3

Appendix-2: Test results at the equilibrium cycle with BNFL fuel
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Figure A-2.1
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C-PORCA Test against ANC-H
Eq. Cycle BNFL Fuel

Time- 5.00e(r.dsy
Power" 1375.000 MW
Tin.= 266.000 C
ModFlow- 30500.0 t/h
Cb» 5-347 g/kg
Reactivity^ 0.0002 */•
h6 poi.- 200.000 cm

-Ass.pos.

-DelAssP'100

code inro:/5/12ftr»ns/mlx8/5/-/-

mss.pos: pinpos: layei

Ass-Poi
Ass.Su

PinPov

PinBu-

Tsub-n

Nlin-m

Nlin-li

LocPin

nr-max[MW):
-mai[MWd/kgU):

r-maxlkWJ:

max[MW<tkgU]:

.ax[C]:

i.xIW/cm):

mit[W/cm):

Bu-maxnviWtUtgin:

5.122
35.87

46.44

38.91

317.2

249.7

325.0

46.17

Figure A-2.2
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C-PORCA Test against ANC-H
Eq. Cycle BNFL Fuel

Time- S.OOefT.day
Power- 1375.600 MW
Tln.-26S.0MC
ModFlow= 30500.0 t/h
Cb> 5.347 g*g
R£.rtivit>-= 0.0002 •/.
h< poj.-200.000 cm

code info:/5/n/tr»nsfcnl*8/SM-

parameter*
Ass.FOYMnax[MWJ:

Asi.Bu-max(MWd/k«Ul:

Ftr.IWmai[fcW):

PinBu-mil|M\V<ncgU]:

Tsub-m«[C):

Nlin-n»i(\V/nn]:

MiB-limit[\V/cni]:

JLocRnBu-omlMWd/kirUI:

value:
5.122

35.87

46.44

38.91

317J

249.7

325.0

46.17

iss.pos: pinpos: layer;

Figure A-2.3
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C-PORCA Test against ANC-H
Eq. Cycle BNFL Fuel

Time- S.OOefT.day
Power= 1375.000 MW
Tln.= 266.000 C
Mod.Flow= 30500.0 t/h
Cb= 5.347 g/kg
Reactivity- 0.0002 •/•
h6 pos.= 200.000 cm

code Info:/5/n/trans/mix8/5/-/-

isipos: pinpos: I»yer.

Ass.Pow-1
,Vis.Bu-m

PlnPow-n

PinBu-mi

Tsub-ma]

Nlin-mai

N'lin-Iimi

naifMW]:

H{MWd/kgU|:

iu[kW]:

ix[MW<MigU]:

t[CJ:

rw/cm]:

tflV/cm]:

LocPinBu-mai[MW*kgU]:

5.122

35.87

46.44

38.91

317J

249.7

325.0

46.17

Figure A-2.4
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C-PORCA Test against ANC-H
Eq. Cycle BNFL Fuel

Time- 200.00 eftday
Power- 1375.000 MW
Tin.- 264.000 C
Mod. F low 30500.0 </h
Cb= 1.733 g/kg
Re»ctidty=- 0.0017 V.
h6pos.-200.009 cm

-An.pos.

-1.9 I -DelA5sP"!00

code ii>ro:/5/12/tnns/mii8/200/-/-

ass.pos: pinpos: layer:

Ass.PDw-m»l[MWJ:
Ass.Bu-mai[MWd/kgU):

PinPow-mai[kWl:

Pin&l-max[MWd/kgU):

TsulHnal[C]:

Nlin-mai[W/cm):

Nlin-lirait[W/cni):

LocRnBu-max[MWdfligU]:

5J45
40.41

4«.75

43.98

317^

23 U

325.0

51J3

Figure A-2.5
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C-PORCA Test against ANC-H
Eq. Cycle BNFL Fuel

Time= 200.00 efT.day
Power= 1375.000 MW
Tin.= 266.000 C
ModFlow 30500.0 t/h
Cb- 1.733 g/Vg
Reactivity- 0.0017 V.
h6 pos.= 200.000 cm

-Ass.pos.

-DelFdHMOO

codeii
p.r»m,

AstPo'

Ass-Bu

PinPov

PinBu

Tsub-r.

Nlin-ir

Nlin-li

LocPin

™fb:/5/12/tr»ns/inii8/200M-

:terj: ,

w-max[MW]:

-max[MWd/kgU]:

»-max[k\Vl:

-m»l[MW*kgU):

n»i[C):

isl[W/cm]:

mit[W/cm):

Bu-max[MW<MieUl-

ilue:

5J45

40.41

46.75

43.98

317.5

231.8

325.0

51.33

«<=

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

u s . pas:
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9
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10
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10
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Figure A-2.6
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C-PORCA Test against ANC-H
Eq. Cycle BNFL Fuel

Time- 200.00 eff.day
Power- 1375.000 MW
Tm.= 266.000 C
ModFlow 30500.0 t/h
Cb= 1.733 g*g
Reactivity 0.0017 •/.
h6 pas.- 200.000 on

code inro:/5/12Arans/mix8/200AJ-

parameters: vi

Ass.Pow-mai(MW):

Au.Bu-mu[MWd/kgU]:

PlnPovr-mal[k\VJ:

PinBu-mai[MWo7kgU|:

T5ub-m.x[CJ:

Nlin-matlW/cinl:

Min-limit(W/cin):

LocPinBu-m«iIMWd/kgUl:

5J45
40.41

44.75

43.98

317.5

231.8

325.6

5 O 3

Figure A-2.7
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